1. **CLOSE LAPTOP:** Make sure your laptop is closed and that the laptop opening is facing you.

2. **ALIGN THIS PAPER:** Place this paper on top of your laptop and move it all the way to the right side. The right edge of this paper should be aligned with the right edge of your laptop.
   - To have your monitor centered on your laptop, center this paper on your laptop.
   - To have your monitor aligned with the top of your laptop, align the bottom of this paper with the edge of the laptop that is nearest to you.

3. **PLACE METAL PLATE:** Cut out the rectangle on the dotted line. Peel the backing off of the metal plate and place ONE (1) metal plate in the open space. Make sure to align the SideTrak logo in the bottom right corner. Apply light pressure for 10 seconds and then remove this paper.

4. **ATTACH MONITOR:** Clip your monitor to the metal plate on your laptop. It’s easiest to clip in when the monitor is not folded. Wiggle the monitor’s mounting frame and if it pops off then it is not fully clicked in. You will hear a loud click when it is properly placed. Then, simply plug in and you’ll be all set to start using your new SideTrak monitor!

**SideTrak logo should be in this corner**

**Align this side with the right side edge of your laptop**

**Watch installation video for more information**

**Align this side to the edge of your laptop that’s closest to you to place your SideTrak at the top of your laptop**
1. **Close Laptop**: Make sure your laptop is closed and that the laptop opening is facing you.

2. **Align This Paper**: Place your laptop on top of the paper and move it all the way to the left side. The left edge of this paper should be aligned with the left edge of your laptop.

3. **Place Metal Plate**: Cut out the rectangle on the dotted line. Peel the backing off of the metal plate and place ONE (1) metal plate in the open space. Make sure to align the SideTrak logo in the bottom right corner. Apply light pressure for 10 seconds and then remove this paper.

4. **Attach Monitor**: Clip your monitor to the metal plate on your laptop. It’s easiest to clip in when the monitor is not folded. Wiggle the monitor’s mounting frame and if it pops off then it is not fully clicked in. You will hear a loud click when it is properly placed. Then, simply plug in and you’ll be all set to start using your new SideTrak monitor.

**Watch installation video for more information.**